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Evaluation of Wide Curb Lanes as Shared Lane Bicycle 
Facilities is a report produced by Steven R. McHenry and 
Michael J. Wallace on behalf of the Maryland Department of 
Transportation. Steven R. McHenry was the Bicycle Affairs 
Coordinator for MDOT; Michael J. Wallace’s title is unknown 
(he may have been in the Maryland Bureau of Research). This 
study was conducted in cooperation with the U.S. Department of 
Transportation, Federal Highway Administration.

Data was collected from July to October of 1982, but the report 
date is August 1985, 3 years later. It was first written in July 
1984 and revised August, 1985.

This paper is often cited in more recent bicycling research, so it 
deserves scrutiny. Thanks to Maggie O’Mara at CALTRANs for 
obtaining the report and Bob Shanteau for asking Maggie and 
for scanning it as a pdf. 

In this critique I will show a portion of the report and follow 
with comments in red so that the reader can easily 
simultaneously read the report in its entirety and my interspersed 
criticisms. 
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ABSTRACT

Bicycle transportation related research and development has, in

recent years, steered away from separa te fac il i ties and concentra ted

on improving the existing highway environment for bicycle use. Prac-

ticing cyclists have recommended that the outside lane of urban high-
- .

way cross-sections be widened to accommodate bicycle/motor vehicle

lane sharing. At the present time, there is insufficient data avail-

able on which to base specific width requirements for wide curb lanes

for existing levels of bicycle use.

This study, using volunteer bicyclists from the Baltimore Bicy-

cling Club, investigated the lateral displacement effects of the

presence of a single bicyclist on motor vehicles within the out'side

lane of a 5 lane urban minor - arterial highway. Observations were

performed on three selected highways wi th 12.5', 13. B', and 17.6'

outside lane dimensions. A 4 lane urban minor - arterial highway

cross-section that included 4' bike lanes contiguous to the roadway

was also studied.

The study determined that outside lanes wider than 12' improved

bicycle/motor vehicle lane sharing, but that lane widths be exces-

sive. The bike lane configuration was found to have certain advan-

tages in flow characteristics. Whether the bike lane would be an im-

provement over simple shoulder construction is unclear. Optimum lane

widths can be theorized, but further study is required to form a data

base for optimum lane width selection. Regional differences must alSO

be considered when determining minimum curb lane width for bicycle/

motor vehicle lane sharing.

- iv -
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INTRODUCTION

The primary objective of this study was to determine adequacy

of three outside lane widths for bicycle/motor vehicle lane sharing as

compared to a traditional bike lane configuation.

study also addressed the following questions:

In doing so, the

1. Do travel lane widths wider than 12' offer improved conditions

for bicycle/motor vehicle lane sharing?

2. Is the above improvement (i f any) adequate when compared to

bike lane configurations?

f
3. Can minimLDn and maximLDn lane widths be recommended. for bicy-

cle/motor vehicle lane sharing?

Prior to the standard application of the wide curb lane configura-

tion to highway design, a determination of adequate curb lane width has

to be made. This would be based on the space necessary to operate a

bicycle, the space necessary to operate an average size motor vehicle,

and provisions for sufficient clearance between the bicyclist and the

motor vehicle during overtaking to permit the motorist to overtake the

cyclist without encroaching in the ad)acent lane lanes •.
Additionally, the collection of data, and discussion with volun-

teer cyclists participating in the study have led to certain SUbjective

conclusions and recommendations on motorists and cyclists atti t"udes

which reflect on highway design standards.
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There is no consideration for bicyclist lateral clearance from, or sightlines 
with, perpendicular vehicles at driveways and intersections. These measures 
are at least as important as the measures that the authors did consider. And 
why is an “average size motor vehicle” the authors’ design vehicle rather 
than the widest vehicle, trucks and busses at 8.5 feet (not including mirrors)? 

As will be seen later, lane width necessary for overtaking “without 
encroaching in the adjacent lane” is not actually important to the authors’ 
conclusions in spite of their assertions that it is “necessary.”
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“Subjective conclusions and recommendations” are rife throughout this 
report, and represent conjecture rather than research. Such opinions can be 
completely opposite reality. 

Under current Maryland law the bicycle is entitled to operate as a

vehicle on most state highways, with certain exceptions.

With the adoption of a Statement of Policy on June 1983 (see Ap-

pendix), the need to provide improvements for bicyclists

within the existing highway system rather than ·specia1 faci-

lities solely for their the Administration has been investigat-

ing the use of curb lanes wider than 12 feet to better accommodate

bicycles and motor vehicles within the same travel lane.

Except for special land use areas such as college campuses and re-

creational resorts, daily b.icycle volumes on the state highway system

tend to be low, rarely approach ing 200 bicycles/day where measured.

Their .significantly slower operating speeds (between 10 20 mph) and

lower daily tend to create a 5i tua tion within the highway

where individual bicyclists act as a constriction to the normal flow of

motor vehicle traffic. Vehicle flow reacts to the presence of the bi-

cyclist on the highway as it would any other lateral obstruction to

flow, displacing towards the highway centerline or merging into the ad-

jacent lane.

A single cyclist on the roadway, assuming a normal position within

the outside lane, reduces a 12' travel lane to an effective 9' -10' •

The presence of regular numbers of bicycl ists on the roadway could

alter capacity flow characteristics of the highway particularly on

major collectors and minor arterials. In theory, a wider curb lane

would provide sufficient width fer both modes to safely share, cost
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less than the traditional bicycle path or bicycle lane construction and

maintenance, eliminate some of the confusion experienced with left

turning and right turning motor vehicles in highway inter-

section designs which involve bike paths or lanes, at the same time,

encouraging inexperienced cyclists to enter a traffic mix that they are

not mentally or physically prepared to handle. outside lane

may also eliminate the negative effects on highway capacity due to the

presence of the bicyclist on the highway.
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3

Wide lanes “encouraging inexperienced cyclists to enter a traffic mix that 
they are not mentally or physically prepared to handle.” is seemingly added 
as a afterthought, and is conjecture. In contrast, bike lanes are known to be 
placed with the explicit intent of attracting children and other novices.
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BACKGROUND

In the re.alm of surface transportation, scientific research and

its appl ication to bicycle fac il i ties development has a relatively

short history, even though the bicycle has existed as a recognized

form of personal transportation for more than 100 years. During the

turn of this century, the bicycle and its technical development was

credited with the first "good roads" movement in the United States and

produced many of the 'innovations that later in the mass pro-

duction automobile -- such as pneumatic tires, mul ti-speed transmis-

sions and power transfer devices. Many early motor vehicle and avia-

tion pioneers started their careers as bicycle builders or mechanics.

The Stutz bicycle was the forerunner of the Studz Bearcat sports car

and the Indian bicycle predated that company s popular Indian motor-

cycle.

Unfortunately bicycle facili ty development does have such a

long history. With a few exceptions, such as Ira Osborn Baker's

"Treatise on Roads and Pavements" in 1908, and technical

writing on surface transportation facility development concentrated on

the growing demand for motor vehicle access and safety.

With the bicycle renaissance in the mid-1970's, renewed interest

was placed on the technical problems involved in providing for bicy-

cles in the transportation system. Impetus came from bicycle groups,

local government bicycle committees and government officials trying to

find a way to solve a growing bicY9le accident problem.

5
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Takinq its cue from bicycle facility development in Europe, plans

and programs were developed in the United States to separate bicycle

and motor vehicle modes by providing special facilities, bicy-

cle paths and "protected" bicycle lanes on existing streets: or in-

stalling "bicycle routing" signs on selected low volume roads, urban

community streets, alleys or sidewalks. As a number of these special

provisions were implemented and rudimentary research undertaken, oper-

a tional problems began to develop, user complaints increased and the

bikeway/roadway controversy began. Each side of the controversy de-

veloped its supporting data and arguments.

One of the problems experienced wi th "protected lanes" (striped

bike lanes and bilte paths contiguous wi th the highway) was the in-

creased complexi ty .of i9tersection maneuvers by the competing

Bicycle volumes rarely were high enough to warrant a separate phasing

of existing traffic signals-or new traffic signals to provide for the

bicycle movement. The use of stop sign controlled intersections at

each cross street of a separate bicycle facility parallel to a given

highway forced bicyclists to stop at each intersection. They soon

abandoned the facility for the closest parallel highway to avoid these

interruptions. The retention of accumulated momentum is an important

consideration to -bicyclists. Desi9n of bike paths and lanes usually

increased the numb-er and duration of stops required, in relation to

other vehicles using the adjacent street system.

. .

6
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At the same time, due to the ac tiv i ty of many bicycle organiza-

tions, laws were passed in most states legalizing the bicycle's use of

the highway, each state having its own limitations on such use usually

based on the highway's access control status or posted speed limits.

The 1980's saw the passing of what was called the "bicycle boom"..
and a corresponding drop in bicycle sales, yet the' expected drop off

in usage failed to appear. There also appeared to be a subtle shift

in attitudes of practicing cyclists as cycling took on a more serious

tone. Increasingly it has become a normal part of the transportation

spectrum. Forecasts indicate that a trend of slowly increasing bicy-

cle usage for transportation is likely to continue, while overall

bicycle volumes will continue to be significantly less than motor

vehicle volumes.

Many of the grandiose plans for bicycle developed in the

mid-l970's have been dropped or greatly modified due to cost, right-

of-way requirements and new research findings.

This more businesslike attitude is also visible in other ways.

Requests for separate facilities, once themai nstay of the bicycle

movement, have been ,supplanted by requests for increased safe access

to the existing highway system. The major issues now appear to be

safer bicycle access to bridge crossingsl and controlled access high-

ways. Requests for the latter were primarily due to the improved geo-

metrics that they offer over local streets, with. less interference

from crossing traffic. Requests for sufficient lane widths in

projects to provide for safe bicycle and motor vehicle lane sharing

are also increasing.

7
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One hundred years ago cyclists, wi th the cooperation of farming

and industry, ini tiated the -good roads" movement. They have essen-

tially returned to tha t movement, as an in tegral part of the surface

transportation spectrum. Research has, for the most part, fo'1lowed

suit.

..

8
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I have no comments to make on the authors’ Background section, not 
because there are no comments that I could offer, but because making them 
is not important to my critique of the study.
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RELATED STUDIES

"On highway sections without bicycle lanes, a right lane

wider than 12 feet (3.7 meters) can better accom-

moda te both bicycles and motor vehicles in the same

lane and thus is beneficial to both bicyclists and

motorists." 1

The existing body of research on bicycle/motor vehicle inter-

actions wi-thin a shared travelway is extremely 1 imi ted. Yet, as out-

lined in the previous section, there has been a notable shift away

from developing special bikeways and towards _the systematic improve-

ment of the existing highway environment for bicy,.ele travel in the

current generation of bicycle transportation development programs and

state or local bicycle related policies and guidelines. This shift in

the direction of existing bicycle programs is best illustrated by the

simple statement quoted above from the' American Association of State'

Highway and Transportation Officials revised pUblication, A Guide for

the Development of New Bicycle Facilities - 1981. This pUblication

(approved for design and planning of bicycle projects receiving Feder-

al Highway Administration funds under the guidelines set by the Sur-

face Transportation Act of 1982) recognizes the beneficial use of wide

curb lanes to improve the existing highway system fGr bicycle travel.

9
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While an in-depth review of the past bicycle related research on

this subject is outside the purview of this. study, a review of the few

previous theoretical presentations and research efforts directly af-..-
fecting or supporting this study is necessary to put the present find-

ings in perspective.

Two of the first discussions, in print, on the use of wider-than-

standard travel lanes were "Bicycles in Traffic," Harold Munn, "Traf-

fic Quarterly," 1972, and "Basic Concepts in Cycling Traffic Engineer-

ing," John Forester, 1974. Mr. Munn theorized that there was no way

to create a separate bikeway system that would provide the same con-

venience and access as the existing street system. For all practica-

ble purposes: "The bicycle rider • • • will have to share the space on

the existing He also charged planners and engineers.
to develop-a way- to more fUlly integrate the bicycle into the traffic

stream. He focused on a possible solution when stating; "when reduced

to essentials, the heart of the engineering issue has to do with the

width of the outside lane."2 He proposed an outside lane width of

15 feet in most roadway configurations.

Mr. Forrester took this concept one step further and divided

those highways suitable for cycling, depending on traffic volume, peak

hour traffic, numb!r of lanes, and outside lane width into Class I and

Class II Cycl ing Sui table Highways. The former had average da ily

traffic ranges from 1,000 to greater than 12,000 with recommended lane

widths between 14 feet and 20 feet. 3 The Class II Cycling Sui table

'10
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Highway classification involved traffic volumes of less than 4,000 to

above 12,000 with recommended outside lane widths of between 12 and 20

feet. 3

are:

Four previous studies directly impact the present effort. They

1. "Evaluation of a New Bike Lane in an Established Bikeway

system by Experienced Riders and its Effect on their

Route Choice," Lott and Lott, University of California

2. "The Effect of Bike Lane Usage on Vehicles in the Adja-

cent Lane," January, 1977, Stephen B. Loop, Oregon De-

partment of Transportation, and Robert D. Layton,

Oregon State University

3. "Effects of Bike Lanes on Driver and Bicyclist Behav-

ior," March, 1977, Bonnie Kroll and Melvin R. Ramey,

Transportation Engineering Journal

4. "Effects of Bicycle Lanes on Traffic Flow," June, 1974,

Robert J. Jilla, Purdue university

A number o£ other discussions are available on bicycles and traf-

fic flow, but only the above listed .reports were selected for review

due to the data actually developed during the course of these studies.

11
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Three of the four studies concentrate on bike lanes rather than

shared travel lanes, but do provide a bas is .for comparison wi th the

present study. Only the Kroll/Ramey study reviews bike lanes and curb

lanes of various wiaths.

Jilla's study of four streets with bike lanes noted that: 4

1. On .narrow roads both a significant reduction in speed

and displacement occured when the motorist encountered a

bicyclist (in the bike lane) in the traffic stream. For

roads wi th higher speeds, the speed reduction (of the

motor vehicle) was still evident although displacements

were not as significant.

2. Moto.r vehicles in the opposing traffic lane had less ef-

fect .on the motorist than did the cyclist.

3. When a single motor vehicle passed a bicycle, a signifi-

cant displacement toward the center of the roadway took

place as compared to when a motor vehicle traveled by

itself on the roadway. The displacement varied from a

minimum of .06 feet to a maximum 'of 1.86 feet.

4. On roadways wi th traffic lanes of 14 feet or more in

the presence of a motor· vehicle in the opposing

lane had a small effect on the speed and displacement of

the motorist in the lane being studied. Speed reduction

ranged from .34 to 2.99 mph. Displacement redu<:tion

ranged from 0.09 feet to 0.51 feet.

12
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5. The study recommended traffic lane and motor vehicle
,

lane widths based on traff ic volumes and speeds. The

recommenda tion varied from 11 foot -travel lanes wi th

three foot bike lanes on low volume streets to 14 foot

travel lanes and six foot bike lanes on higher volume

streets.

In "The Effect of Bike Lane usage on Vehicles in the Adjacent

Lane,"5 stephen Loop and Robert Layton discussed the negative im-

pacts on highway capacity of a travel lane when an adjacent bike lane

was created thereby narrowing the width of the travel lane. Turning

movements were not included in the study. The discussion is based on

uninterrupted traffic flow conditions and speeds of-about 45 mph.

The researche-rs theorized tha t the one to two mph decrease in

motor.vehicle speed would alter the service level very little. Also,

where an outside (curb) lane is 14 feet, a three foot bikeway striped

on the highway producing the adjacent 11 foot travel lane would not

decrease the highway capacity by 20% as indicated in the 1965 Highway

Capacity Manual. The reduction in the number of travel lanes to cre-

ate the bike lane would have a significantly larger negative effect.

In the case of a 38 foot, 3 lane, one way street wi th an eight foot

parking lane, creation of a five foot bike lane would decrease the

number of lanes to two but increase travel lane widths from ten feet

to 12.5. The reduction in highway capacity would be greater than the

20% indicated, ignoring the bicycles present.

13
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The presence of a bicycle every 400 to 500 fee't on the bikeway

would not permit the motorist to recover to the normal pre-approach

path. Higher speeGs would also reduce level of service. This would

be approximately 200 bicycles per hour. The increase in bicycle

traffic density over 200 bicycles/hour would not appreciably decrease

motor vehicle level of service as long as the increased number of

bicycles did not enter the traffic stream. The effect of nearness to

the traffic stream was not investigated.

The five main findings of this study were:

1. There appears to be a small decrease in mean vehicle

speed as a result of the presence of bicycles.

2. During rainy weather, the mean speed of vehicles is

reduced due to the cl imatic condi tions: therefore,· the "----'

of bicycles is not as noticeable.

3. The amount of reduction tends to decrease slightly, in-

versely proportional to an increase in vehicle Average

Hourly Volume.

4. There is less reduction in speed on wider streets, as

there is more room for lateral movement. It was noted

that when there was sufficient room, motorists merely

moved away from the lane wi thout a noticeable decrease

in speed.
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5. The reduction in capacity may be a function of the fre-

quency of bicycle-vehicle interactions and speed of

operation.

The Lott study 6 discussed the effect on bicycle usage of intro-

ducing an additional bike lane in an existing bike lane system. While. "

not addressing curb lane widths, 'the study does have something to say

indirectly about systematic street improvement for bicycles. In a

college community (Davis, California) with an established bike lane

system, in a street system on which bicycling is offered sufficient

lateral clearence, when an additional street was improved for bicycles

the total number of bicycle trips in the system increased.

The results tend to support the notion that bike traff'ic route

choice is governed pr imarily by convenience rather.. than ava ilabil i ty

of bicycle facilities, but that bicycle facilities encourage use. No

one who had ridden on the "improved street" before the bike lane was

established switched to another route, but 45% of the people living on

Anderson Street using other routes before the bike lane was esta-

blished switched to Anderson Street afterward.

The total number of in the system increased and dis-

cussions with cyclists appeared to support a strong consensus that An-

derson Street was improved, though total width of the street remained

uncha.nged. This seems to agree wi th a number of.. studies involving

perceptions of improvements by cyclists. The NHTSA Safety Study com-

pleted by Bikecentennial in 19777 indicated that 52.3% of the Bi1<e-
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centennial riders (on-road riding) that returned their questionnaire

indicated marked bike lanes as the preferred roadway improvement for

bicyclists, while only 12.7% indicated a preference for widened pave-

ment.

The Kroll/Ramey study8 is the closest in procedure and develop-

ment to the current study. A volunteer cyclist traveling in a pre-

determined path was photographed as motor vehicles approached and

passed him. Measurements were taken and lateral placement of the

motor vehicle were determined on ten streets with bike lanes and ten

streets without. Speed limits varied (from 25 mph to 55 mph) as did

street widths and traffic density.

The cyclist was much less able to follow a preset path on streets

without bike lanes than on streets with bike lanes.

The cyclist always strayed away from passing vehicles. Under the

continuing influence of overtaking autos, the cyclist was forced to

the roadway edge much more often when not insulated from traffic by

the bike lane.

The measure of roadway width independent of the presence of or

absence of bike lanes was called -available travel space- (ATS). It

was defined as the distance between the cyclist and roadway center-

line. This was the space theoretically available for lateral auto

displacement while_passi ng a bike.
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The mean separation distance (SD) between the cyclist and passing

cars showed a strong positive relation to available travel space

(ATS), even though posted speeds on the 17 sampled streets range from

25 mph to 55 mph. The relationship between ATS and separation dis-

tance was stronger on streets with bike lanes than those without, but

an implication drawn in the study was that the relationship between

ATS and separation distance on bike lane streets and no bike lane

streets is essentially the same. The separation distance is largely a

function of ATS and not of the presence or absence of bike lanes.

The study stated that the effects of bike lanes on driver varia-

bility on five 40 mph streets was much less clear than on streets with

lower speed limits.

An analysis of the incidence of cars crossing the centerline (or

outside lane stripe on four lane streets) indicated a steady rise in

violation of the centerline as ATS fell below 1-5 feet, wi th streets

with bike lanes showing fewer violations as ATS falls.

The range of [auto] displacement on no bike streets was 0.33

to 6.33 feet and on bike lane streets .67 to 2.75 feet.

This study translated the 15 foot ATS into lane widths. An ATS of

15 feet on a street without a bike lane would mean a bike-to-parked-

car distance of 3 feet 2 inches plus the 15 foot ATS, for a total

width of 18 feet 2 inches, excluding parked cars. This lane width is

cons iderably above curren t standards for 40 mph roads. The study
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recommended bike lanes on roads with narrower outside lane widths. It

noted that the bike lanes did not ensure against center line viola-

tions, it merely reduced them. .One of the advantages of providing a

bike lane appears to be lessened probability of conflict between motor

vehicles and bicycles. The spread of autos and bikes over a particu-

lar street was shown to narrow into bands with considerably less over-

lap when a bike lane was provided. But," standardization of travel

paths at mid-block will do li t tle good if intersection prac tices re-

main the study noted.

In essence, previous studies have concluded that lateral travel

space is the most important consideration. Also, bike lanes tend to

normalize lateral placement of vehicles during mid-block passing situ-

ations, and provide a perception of safety to the cyclist, encourag-

ing cycling to some degree. Bike lanes will not be used if perceived

as too far out of direction. These studies also indicate that travel

lanes greater than the standard lane width (12 feet) provide a bene-

fit to both cyclist and motorist. No standards have been developed

from these studies.

"In Minimum General Design Criteria for the Development of Plan-

ning and Construction of Bikeways,"9 Mr. Forrester recommended a

14-16 foot outside lane width depending on number of lanes and posted

speed limit. Mr. Greg Jones in "On Road Improvements for Cyclists

Implemented in the State of Maryland," August, 1978,10 recommended

outside lane widths of 13-15 feet, reducing the inside lanes, if nec-

essary; to achieve this whe"re right-of-way is difficult to obtain": He

also cited advantages to motor vehicle operation from the lane width

increase.
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"Bicycle Facili ties Planning" - Bellingham, Washingtonll recom-

mended 15 foot wide curb lanes on all arterial construction and recon-

struction projects. No emperical studies were accomplished in this

effort. "Bicycle Transportation - 1980," pUbl ished by the American

Society of Civil Engineers, 12 also recommended curb lane widths of

at least 15 feet if designated as bike routes and signed. No new re-

search was provided for this conclusion.

Pavement width requirements provided in "Bicycle Compatible Road-

ways," published by the New Jersey Department of Transportation13 in

1983, also recommended a 15 foot wide curb lane width. This conclu-

sion was based on intuitive knowledge of the author and the previous

reports.

"------- The PAG "pima Arizona ReQional Plan for Bicycling,"14· pub-

lished in 1984, recommended an outside lane width of no less than 16

feet on all principal streets and highways, with the rationale that

extra wide lanes "are wise investments", because of the multiple pur-

poses which they serve. The study cited "a more forgiving spatial

roadway environment", as discussed earlier, while providing a place

where bicycles safely and conveniently co-exist with motor vehicular

traffic. The report also noted provisions for location of "disabled

motor safely out of the traffic stream, not blocking normal

traffic flow" as an additional advantage.
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?roviding for bicycles via curb lane widths of greater than 12'

has also gained support in one unexpected area - military traffic man-

agement. Mastering Traffic Engineering Volume III, Management

solutions for Traffic and Energy Reduction, developed by the Military

Traffic Management Command of the u.s. Army in 1981 15 recommended:

" A right lane wider than 12' can aid both bicycling

and motoring. The additional width reduces fric-

tion between the two modes. In general, a lane

width of 14' from curb face to lane stripe is

desirable."

The book also recommends basic highway improvements for bicycles

wi thin the normal highway improvement procedure such as smooth sur-

faced shoulders and bicycle safe storrndrain grates.

These lane width recommendation variations are a product of re-

gional differences in driving habits, regional space availability and

the lack of widespread data on the SUbject. Experimental wide curb

lanes of 15 feet installed in the District of Columbia several years

ago were removed due to continued use as two lanes by compact and sub-

compact vehicles during peak hours. The District's bicycle traffic

may not be as effected by the higher densi ty motor vehicle traff ic

than bicycle traffic in other less dense areas. Hence, the regional

effects on previous studies and this study should be considered when

reviewing data. . .
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In conclusion, previous studies indicate an advantage in the use

of both bike lanes and wide curb lanes. The former to normalize

traffic flow where higher numbers of bicycles are present and the

latter to provide a safer operating environment for low levels of

bicycle traffic by increasing the lateral separation between the cycl-

ist and passing motor vehicles.
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For brevity and to stay on task and focus on this paper, I have elected to not 
comment on this section and it’s review of previous work.
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TEST SITE SELECTION

The primary consideration used in the selection of test sites was

to provide the greatest variety in curb lane widths, while keeping

the other parameters of the highway environment as similiar as possi-

ble. This was not done in most of the previous studies. The selec-

tion of a sui table bike lane location also depended on an overall

highway environment that approximated the wide curb lane highway seg-

men ts chose n.

The target highway environment for this study was a multi-lane,

closed section, urban highway, posted above 35 mph, but less than 50

mph, with a traffic volume range of between 15,000 and 25,000 ADT.

Keeping the highway selection to a single local area (northern Balti-

more Urban Area) would also reduce the effects of difference in

regional driving styles.

The decision to select this type of highway (high speed, urban,

high ADT) was based on several factors. In Maryland the local street

systems are, for the most part, developed and maintained by the county

and municipal governments. These systems provide for the short dis-

tance bicycle trip and the younger, more inexperienced bicyclist. The

state highway system, on the other hand, consists mostly of major col-

lectors, arterials and freeways that provide for longer distance trips

between communities, cities, geographic regions within Maryland, and

interstate travel.
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While younger bicyclists use the state system, observations indi-

cate most bicycle-miles on the state system are ridden by the

young adult and adult bicyclist, primarily the "club" cyclist. This

cyclist type tends to be better informed on traffic laws and can cope,

to a greater extent, with existing traffic conditions if sufficient

lateral space is provided.

Another rationale for the selection of minor arterials posted at

40 mph for the test sites is the accident experience of this type of

highway. National data indicates 16 that over one-half of all bicy-

cle/motor vehicle fa tal i ties occur on highways posted at 40 mph or

greater, 25% of all fatalities (the largest single category of fatali-

ties) are a result of the motorist overtaking the bicycle and 15% of

all fatalities occur due to bicyqle -ride out" situations. These sit-

uations could benefit the most from greater lateral space within this

type of highway environment.

Four separate roadway segments were selected in keeping with the

above guidelines in the general geographical location of Towson, Mary-

land. The sites offered 12.5' curb lanes, 13.8' curb lanes, 17.5'

curb lanes, and one location with established 3.75' bike lanes conti-

guous with the roadway. (See Figure 1, location map on page 25.)

Site tl - Maryland Route 146, Dulaney Valley Road,

Charmuth Road to Seminary Avenue, + 3,400'
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The authors assume that a wider lane is a countermeasure for overtaking 
collisions due to greater lateral space and therefore vehicle separation, but 
there is no research basis for this conjecture. Equally or more plausible is 
that narrow lanes reduce this collision type by placing bicyclists more 
visibly in front of motorists, and forcing motorists to slow and/or move over 
rather than risk squeezing past the bicycle user. It is also highly unlikely that 
wide lanes would reduce “ride out” collisions. 
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This site of a 5 lane urban section (curb and I' gutter

pan) with bicycle safe grates. The outs ide (curb) lanes measured

17.5' from lane stripe to curb face, with, the two inside lanes and the

single continuous left turn lane measuring 12' each. The average

daily traffic at the location is 20,650. The Charmuth Road and Semi-

nary Avenue intersection with MD 146 is controlled by traffic signals.

This section of highway consti tutes a 4.0% grade descending in the

northerly direction with a posted speed limit of 40 mph. While the

abut ting land use is residental, upper middle level income, single

family dwellings, the highway segment has been classified as a minor

arterial, providing major access to the Loch Raven watershed property

and continued residential development in northern Baltimore County and

Harford County from the Baltimore Beltway, 1-695. During field tests

hourly volumes were approximately 900 vehicles with 3% trucks.

Site t2 - Maryland Route 45, York Road

Aylesbury Road to Timonium Road, + 2,900'

This site consisted of a 5 lane urban section (curb and l' gutter

pan) with bicycle safe grates. The outside (curb) lanes measured

12.5' with the t';o inside lanes and the single continuous left hand

turn lane measuring 12' each. The average daily traffic at this loca-

tion is 28,300. The MD 45 intersection with Timonium Road is signal

controlled with left turn phases. This section of highway constitutes

a relatively flat grade, with a speed limit of 40 mph. The

abutting land use is commercial, wi th shopping centers and an indus-

trial pa rk on' Aylesbury Road. The highway segment is
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as a minor arterial providing access from surrounding neighborhoods

to the strip development abutting the right-of-way. During field

tests hourly volumes were approximately 1,900 vehicles with 3% trucks.

Site '3 - Maryland Route 45, York Road

Timonium Road to Roundridge'Road, :!:. 2,200'

This site consists of a 5 lane urpan section (curb and l' gutter

pan) with bicycle safe grates. The outside (curb) lanes measure 13.8'

with the two inside lanes and a single continuous left hand turn lane

measuring 11. 4' each. The average daily traffic at this location is

21,000. The intersection with Timonium Road is as described in Site

2. The intersection of MD 45 and Roundridge Road is stop sign con-

trolled on the latter. This section of the highway constitutes a

'----- 6.3% grade ascending northward, cresting at Roundridge Road, wi th a

posted speed, limit of 40 mph. The abutting land use is commercial

wi th a major .shopping complex on the eastern side and the Maryland

State Fair Grounds on the western side. The highway is classified as

a minor arterial and provides access to the above attraction from the

adjacent neighborhoods. During field tests hourly volumes were ap-

proximately 1,850 vehicles with 4% trucks.

Site #4 - Maryland Route 139 Charles Street,

Stevenson Lane to Bellona bvenue, :!:. 1,600'

This site consists of a 4 lane urban section (curb and l' gutter

pan), with 10.5' travel lanes and a 3.75' bike lane contiguous to the

outside travel lane, delineated by a 4" painted stripe (total 4.1').
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The average daily traffic at this location is 18,250. The intersec-

tions wi th Bellona Avenue and Stevenson Lane are signal controlled

with left turn phases at the former location. This section of MD 139

has a posted speed limit of 40 mph. This section constitutes a slight

grade of 2.8% between the country club and Bellona Avenue. The abut-

ting land use is a mixture of commercial and residential, the latter

with single and multi-family dwellings. The highway is classified as

a minor arterial. During field tests the hourly volumes were approx-

imately 750 vehicles with 1% trucks.

See Figure 2 on page 29 for test si te cross sections and lane

measurements.
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FIGURE TEST SITE HIGHWAY
CROSSECTION DIMENSIONS

L, L T L L,

"f2?
2'% 1 2% L£j•

TYPE A

X L L. X
£

'----- T2%P: 0- 2% :9..
TYPE B ...

Cross Section
Location Type x* Ll* L T

MD 145, Site In A -- 17.5 12.0 12
Me 45, Site it2 A -- 12.5 12.0 12 1

MD 45, Site it3 A -- 13.8 11.4 12 I
MD 139, Site lt4 B 3.75 10.5 -- -- i
* Exclusive of .33' lane stripe width

X Bike Lane
Ll - Outside (curb) Lane
L - Inside Lane
CL Highway Centerline
T - Turn La,pe
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In the Abstract and on pages 27 and 28, the bike lane cross section is described as 
having 4 motor vehicle lanes. However, on page 29 above Figure 2 diagram “Type 
B” and a lane width chart shows that the bike lane cross section had only 2 normal 
traffic lanes. Such an obvious error calls into question the veracity of the research.

Since the data were collected from July to October of 1982, but the report was 
written July 1984, it is possible the road configuration changed in that period. Still, 
such a mistake should not have been made in the report, especially since it was 
revised August 1985.

While it may have changed in the 27 years since the research was first 
conducted in 1982, this Google Streetview photo gives an indication of what 
the bike laned Site #4 may have looked like. Now, the concrete gutter pan is 
apparently paved over, and there are no bike lane markings in this very 
narrow space. Whether the stripe is in the same relative location as in 1982 
is unclear. Was this a 2-lane road in 1982 when the data was collected? Did 
it have bike lane symbols whether as a 2 or a 4-lane road? If it did have bike 
lane markings at the time data was collected, it’s a rare example of bike lane 
markings being removed from a road. Were they removed due to the bike 
lane being a substandard width? In conclusion 6 on page 64 of the report the 
authors wrote, “The observed effect of curbs on bicyclists and motorists 
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indicate that the existence of a shoulder on the highway...” Is this admission 
that the bike lane was not a bike lane but rather a paved shoulder? 

The bike lane is described as 4’ in the abstract, but this is generous at best 
and disingenuous at worst. The bike lane is described as 3.75’ on page 27 of 
the report, and that includes a 1’ concrete gutter pan. The gutter pan is not 
usable space (though some bicyclists did ride in it). So, the actual usable 
bike lane surface was 2.75’.

Similarly, the stated outside lane widths included a 1’ concrete gutter pan. 
Thus, the usable surfaces were 11.5’, 12.8’, and 16.5’ (Note: widths listed in 
the paper have inconsistent values for the 1/10 figure). It is important to 
remember that these are the real lane widths. In future comments, I will 
place these real lane widths in parentheses to remind the reader.
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DATA COLLECTION

The actual data collection for this study consisted of the devel-

opment of a photographic record of motor vehicle approach, passing

and post passing positioning at each ot" the test sites using a volun-

teer cyclist as illustrated in Figure 3 on page 32. The vo1un teer

cyclists were recrui ted from the Baltimore Bicycle Club for the data

collection portion of the study from July 10, 1982 to October 15,

1982. A 35 mm camera with a 135 mm lens, mounted on a tripod was

located in an inconspicuous position adjacent to the highway to perma-

nently record motor vehicle and bicycle tracking, and the presence of

an additional motor vehicle in the adjacent lane. Traffic counts were

taken.

•Ini tia1attempts were made to record motor vehicle amd bicycle

speeds using a radar gun. After several test runs, speed data co1lec-

tion was dropped. While motor vehicle speeds appeared to drop by

about 1 mph when actually passing a cyclist in the curb lane section

of Maryland 146 (Site #1), the researchers felt that the data was

unreliable due to difficulties in targeting the gun, and the fact that

the readout was in 1 mph increments. While more sensitive equipment

was available, the requirement that it be mounted on a patrol car

negated its use as we felt it might invalidate information gath-

ered, due to reactions of motor vehicle drivers to a police vehicle

stationed at the s ide of the road. The Maryland State Police were

, .

more than will ing to loan a vehicle, radar equipment and a qual i f ied

operator to the State HLghway Administration for the periods of ti.me

required for each on-site data collection session .
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FIGURE 3 FIELD OBSERVATION CHART

Vehicle

A B C 0 (1) Test Bicyclist

(2) Observed Motor Vehicle Position Prior
G to Overtaking Bicyclist

H (3) Observed Motor Vehicle Position During
Overtaking Maneuver. .

(4) Noted Presence or Absence of an Additional
Motor Vehicle in the Adjacent Traffic Lane
During the Overtaking Maneuver

l1easurements

(A) Bicyclist Position -4center of bicycle tire to curb face.

(B) Separation Distance; Prior to Overtaking - center of bicycle tire to outside
edge of passenger side motor vehicle tire.

(C) Lateral Displacement During Overtaking Maneuver - movement of overtaking motor
vehicle towards the highway measured from the outside passenger side wheel
edge, position 3 - position 2.

(D) Motor Vehicle Width - wheel base, measured from outside wheel face to outside
wheel face.

(E) Vehicle Encroachment - In this study a vehicle was considered to have entered
the adjacent travel lane if the driver's side, outside wheel edge contacted or
crossed the edge of the lane stripe closest to the curb.

(F). Position of Motor Vehicle Prior to Overtaking - measured from curb face to
outside passenger side wheel edge. ..

(G) Position of Motor Vehicle During Overtaking - measured from curb face to outside
passenger side wheel. edge.

(H) Separation Distance During Overtaking - measured from the bicycle tire to the
outside edge of the passenger side tire on the motor vehicle.
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The decision to use volunteer cyclists, rather than random cy-

·

clists was based on several factors. The use of volunteer cyclists

would speed up the data collection process as all the test sites ex-

perienced bicycle traffic of less than 100 bicycles per day. As a

basis for development of the wide curb lane approach over the more

tradi tional bike lane approach on highways classi f ied as maj or col-

lectors or minor arterials, the design cyclist for this highway type

was defined as havi ng suff icient °abil i ty and general knowledge of

bicycle handling and vehicle law to mix wi th traffic. The volunteer

cyclist approach enabled us to select cyclists of average ability and

knowledge who felt reasonably comfortable in this traffic environment,

excluding novice, child and racing cyclists. Bicyclist positioning in

the bike lane and wide curb lanes, and reaction to close passes would

be more uniform without being artificially restricted. The ° Bal t imore

'---- Bicycle Club volunteers selected were famil iar wi th all of the test

site locations, and, therefore, did not have to adjust to the traffic

situations offered by each site. In all 32 cyclists were used, 21

male and 11 female. Copies of the notice of interest letters and

liability forms are attached in the Appendix.

To record the motor vehicle/bicycle passing si tua tions, the cy-

clist would begin his or her movement at the limit of the test sec-

tion when a break in the traffic stream appeared. The cyclist would

accelerate to a reasonable speed of between 12 to 15 mph, tracking at

a personal comfort di stance from the curb edge. Once the traffic

flow patterns normalized, the photographer would a motor vehi-

cle for record collection. The first picture would be taken to

the motorist approach to the bicyclist. The second picture was taken

when the motor vehicle was adjacent to the bicyclist. A final pic-
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ture was taken when the passing maneuver was complete and the motor-

ist had either chaQged lanes or returned to a more normal lane posi-

tion. Whi le the motor veh icle selection was, for the most part,

random, motor vehicles whose approach paths were cons idered to be

abnormal, turning vehicles, and odd size vehicles were not recorded.

When the bicyclist .was apparantly weaving or had some mechanical dif-

f icul ty, no passing maneuver was recorded. All field sessions were

held during days with moderate temperatures, excellent visibility and

no precipitation.

Once the photographic record was made, the film developed and

retained on numbered negative strips. the following measurments were

made from the negative strips using a profile projector and a lOx

magnification lens.

1. Distance from curb face to car, car approaching bicycle.

2. Distance from curb to bike, car passing bicycle.

3. Distance from bike to car, car passing bicycle.

4. Car width, car passing bicycle.

5. Curb to car, after passing movement was complete.

The lane widths for each site were used as a constant. The distances

were measured fr-om curb face, center of bicycle tire, and outside

wheel base of the motor vehicle as per Figure 3 on page 32.

The data was broken down by site to yield the total amount of mo-

tor vehicle displacement from approach path, when passing the cy-..
clist, bicycle position, motor vehicle size, and presence of a motor
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vehicle in the adjacent lane during the passing maneuver.

ment into the adjacent lane was noted when it occured.

Encroach-

A program was then developed to convert all measurements supplied

by the profile projector into feet, and to compare all available

data, separating passing situations in which a motor vehicle waS pre-
- ,

sent in the adjacent lane from those in which the passing maneuver

took place without the friction caused by an adjacent motor vehicle.

While the computer readout was to the nearest 1/100 of a foot,

wi th the possibili ty of error involved in visual measurement of the

negative, interpretation of overlaped motor vehicles and perception of

lateral distance by the driver, the research team felt that the data

could be most usefully interpreted by recalling the figure to the

nearest feet.
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OBSERVATIONS, TEST RESULTS

Volunteer Cyclists Remarks

.' .

While formal interviews with the cyclists in the test were not

taken, remarks and informal discussions indicated a general preference

for the 17.6' curb lane on the Route 146 test site, (though most felt

that it was too wide) Negative comments on the debris and vegetation

encroachment on the MD 139 bike lane as well as intersection problems

on the route south of the test section tended to downgrade that

facility in the cyclists responses. All of the cyclists felt that the

12.5' lane provided at the MD 45 test Site 12 was inadequate, particu-

larly since the route experienced bus and truck traffic. Feelings

tended to be mixed on the 13.8' wide curb lane at test Site 13. Whi Ie

most of the cyclists agreed that this width was an improvement over

the adjoining 12.5' curb lane section, it was sti 11 inadequate when

sharing the lane with truck traffic. One cyclist, after a relatively

close pass by a delivery truck, declined to participation in

the study at test Si te #3. This cyclist was the least experienced

cyclist of the group and did not have regular experience with 40 mph

motor vehicle traffic on closed section highways.

The only noticable "pressure" from motor vehicles that the cy-

clists mentioned was at Site #2 when continuous streams of motor vehi-

cles were present in the curb lane and inside lane, preventing motor-
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From the letter sent to participants by McHenry and shown in the report’s 
Appendix (pages 89-91 of this critique), the bicyclists knew that the roads 
were being evaluated for “sharing.” This prior knowledge fatally biases their 
behavior and responses, and ultimately the research. If one knows that the 
purpose and expectation is to “share” the lane with passing motorists, then 
one would ride as far right as possible in order to achieve that end. Indeed, 
as will be shown later, the bicyclists rode extremely close to curb face, at 
times in the 1’ gutter pan. Understandably, they would feel that 12.5’ (11.5’) 
and 13.8’ (12.8’) were too narrow given a sharing paradigm.
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OBSERVATIONS, TEST RESULTS

Volunteer Cyclists Remarks

.' .
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ists would attempt to "squeeze" past the cyclist. Thfs was the only

time when observed 'motor vehicle speeds dropped noticeably. Apparent-

ly, this disruption in traffic flow was the result of a timid, or in-

experienced motor vehicle operator, who felt that, in this situation,

there was insufficient room to pass the cyclist in the same lane, yet

found changing difficult. In this case the driver squeezed

past the cyclist when motor vehicle traffic behind the driver began to

follow very closely in attempt to force him or her to pass. Once this

motorist passed the cyclist, the vehicle flow would return to approxi-

mately normal.

Cyclists cited paving quality, particularly the joint between the

asphalt lane edge, and gutter pan as a consideration in the

width of wide curb Cyclists desired to ride to the left of the

gutter pan. At all test sites the gutter pan was l' wide. All test

sites had bicycle safe grates.
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Because they rode so close to the gutter pan, and sometimes actually in the 
gutter pan, it is natural the bicyclists were concerned with seam quality. A 
bicyclist who rides assertively far left into the lane has no concerns with 
seam quality.
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BICYCLIST/MOTOR VEHICLE INTERACTION

The basic, underlying objective of this study was to evaluate the

of shared travel lane usuage by low of bicycle traffic

in the highway environment with relatively high motor vehicle traffic

volumes, utilizing various curb lane widths and a traditional bike

lane configuration. The common problem faced by the motorist and the

bicyclist in this situation is sufficient operating space for each

vehicle. The concerns facing the highway authority are operational

problems created by bicycle/motor vehicle lane sharing, increased

costs and right-of-way requirements when constructing such a highway

of sufficient width, and - most importantly - the lane width require-

ments for the shared lane use.

For this study, the authors hypothesized that with no obstruction

or encroachment within the highwayr igh t-of-way , the motor vehicle

should track in .the center of the travel lane.
."

The introduction of

any lateral obstruction, includ ing the curb itself, would cause the

motor vehicle to deviate from this neutral position. The motor vehi-

cle operator would take into consideration the overall highway cross-

section, motor vehicle width, position of the bicycle, and traffic in

the adjacent motor vehicle lane, adjusting the relative position of

his or her vehicle in the highway to overtake the cyclist at minimum

to him or herself.
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Motor Vehicle Encroachment In The Adjacent Travel Lane

The broadest response pattern that the authors looked at was sim-

ple encroachment in the adjacent travel lane when overtaking the bicy-

clists. Figure 4 the overall results of this review.

All of the test locations were either 4 or 5 lane highways. With

motor vehicle traffic in the adjacent lane flowing in the sarne direc-

tion as the observed motor vehicle, there was a tendency for the motor

vehicle opertor to view the cyclist as the primary. concern. Had the

test sites been two lane highways, the percentages of may

have been substantially less as the concern for safety when encroach-

ing on on-cornrning traffic would have been greater. The separation dis-

tance between the overtaking motor vehicle and the cyclist, as well as

the. cyclist distance. from.rhe would, have also been reduced if

the test sites two lane highways.

Figure 4 - Motor Vehicle Encroachment in Adjacent
Travel Lane During Overtaking Maneuver,
Percentages of Sample

Test Site Motor Vehicle Adjacent No Motor Vehicle Adjacent

1. MD 146 4.4%* 42.9%
17' lane

2. MD 45 50.0% 78.9%
12' lane

3. MD 45 13.3% 48.1%
14' lane

4. MD 139 19.4% 37.8%
bike lane

* Due to ex trerne pos i tion of bicycl ist in the lane (+4') during the
passing maneuver. Should be considered as 0.0%.

NOTE: On this chart, and all other charts and graphs in this report;
all distances involving the cyclist are measured to the bicycle

Distance to the appropriate handlebar edge can be found
by subtracting 0.7' from the given distance.
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Here the authors speculate about the results of using two lane roads. It is 
guessing. 
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A bicyclist tracking greater than 4’ from the curb face (3’ or more onto the 
asphalt surface) was considered “extreme” positioning, while those using the 
gutter pan were considered normal. 

The most unanticipated result, from the authors l point of view,

was the high percentages of motor vehicle encroachment on the adjacent

lane when overtaking the cyclist at each test site. While complete

lane changes or encroachment in the adjacent lane was expected at Test

-sites #2 and #3, the levels of encroachment at these sites, plus the

encroachment at the bike lane site ('4) and the 17.6 1 curb

lane site #1 were higher than expected.

with the single exception of the 17.6 1 curb lane when a motor

vehicle was present in the adjacent lane, a significant percentage of

motor vehicle encroachment was experienced at each test site.

Predictably, the 12.5 1 lane exhibited the highest percentage of

motor vehicle encroachment on the adjacent lane with 78.9% and 50.0%

of the motor vehicles in the curb lane encroaching. on the adjacent

lane when no motor vehlcles were present in the adjacent lane or with

motor vehicle present respectively. The additional 1.3 1 of width pro-

vided at test site #3 reduced this figure to 48.1% and 31.3% respec-

tively. The addi tional width reduced the encroachment by almost 40%

with the average lateral position of bicyclists from the curb increas-

ing by .5 1 at the latter site, as shown in Figure lIon page 56.

since test sites #2 and 13 were adjacent, experiencing the same

traffic condi tions, the reduction in encroachment on the adjacent

travel lane wid th can be di rectly at tribu ted to the increased lane

width.

41
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It is astounding to realize that when another vehicle was adjacent in the left 
lane, fully half the motorists remained within the 12.5’ (11.5’) outside lane 
while passing bicyclists. This is a result of bicyclists using as little lane as 
possible, including using no lane at all when riding in the gutter pan. Such 
poor positioning encourages and enables this poor motorist passing behavior.
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An increase in the lane width to 17.6' saw a further reduction in

percentage of motor vehicle encroachment. The significance of this

lane wid th is tha t the percen tage of encroachmen t approached 0.0%

when a motor vehicle was in the adjacent lane. The 4.4% listed in

Figure 4 represents encroachment due to cycl ists that had pas i tioned

themselves over 4.5' from the curb. The cyclist position was both ex-

treme and abnormal for the test si tes: therefore this figure should

be considered as 0.0% for the test site. The significantly wider lane

decreased encroachment by motor vehicles when motor vehicles were pre-

sent in the adjacent lane by only an additional 5.2% to a figure of

42.9%.

The bike lane test site (14) offered 14.5' of usable space be-

tween the curb face - and the ins ide travel lane, two feet less than

Site ,1. The bike lane configuration reduced the encroachment -per;"
-'------'

centage to a greater degree when no motor vehicle was present in the

adjacent lane than the 17.5' wide curb lane (37.8% or 5.1% less than

sitetl) but the figure for encroachment when a motor vehicle was pre-
'--

sent in the adjacent lane rose to almost 20% (19.4%). A closer look

at this particular encroachment problem indicates that it is not as

big a problem as it might initially seem.

The one point that stands out in the review of simple encroach-

ment is that when able to do so, more than one out of three motor

vehicles still encroached on 'the adjacent travel lane even when a

specific bicycle facility was installed.

42

If lane sharing is the goal, as it was in this study, near zero encroachment 
should be thought of a as positive benefit of a 17.6’ (16.6’) lane. The last 
sentence is missing the word “not” in front of the word “present.”
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Only 13.5’ of usable space was available at the bike lane site; the gutter pan 
should not be considered usable space even though some bicyclists used it. 
This is about 3’ less than Site #1. For the bike lane site, the “encroachment 
problem” when a motor vehicle was present in the adjacent lane is 
characterized as “not as big a problem as it might initially seem.,” but no 
explanation is offered for why it was not seen as a big problem. Was it also 
not a big problem in the 12.5’ (11.5) and 13.8’ (12.8) lanes? Apparently it 
was not, since amount of encroachment is not a factor in the author’s 
conclusions at the end of the report. 
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EFFECTS OF MOTOR VEHICLE WIDTH

,
An attempt was made to correlate the effect of motor vehicle size

on the bicycle/motor vehicle passing maneuver. No clear patterns em-

erged from this effort.

While assumptions were made prior to the study that larger pas-

senger cars would require more separation distance, or would be dis-

rupted to a greater degree (lane changing or speed changes) than

smaller cars, this did not appear to happen in a significant manner.

It would appear that available space and presence of a vehicle in the

adjacent lane were more important criteria than motor vehicle width to

the passenger car operator. Where space was generous.(on the 17' WCL

and bike lane section) the motor vehicle operator moved away from the

cyclist·rather than change lanes with a sligh-t effect provided by the

vehicle width. When a lane was made, the resulting positioning

was not affected by the vehicle width. Where space was constrained,

the larger vehicle either changed lanes or encroached on the bicycle.

Figure 5 on pages 44 and 45 illustrates the minor effect of vehi-

cle width on displacement.

Since truck traffic volumes remained low at the test sites, there

was insufficient data on them to base a conclusion.
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Car width was quite uniform, in the 5-6 foot range. In contrast, heavy trucks 
at 8.5‘wide are considerably wider. It is a clear mistake to not examine the 
effects of the widest users of the roadways.

The graphs in Figure 5 on the following pages are nonsensical. 
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BICYCLE POSITION

During the test, the volunteer bicyclists were told to travel on

the highway at their own personal comfort distance from the curb •..
Previous studies have mentioned the difficulty in getting cyclists to

conform to specific travel lines. The authors also felt that the in-

dividual characteristics of the highway would dictate where the bicy-

clist would position him or herself: thereby providing additional in-

formation on the "real world" performance of a given highway cross-

section, from the bicyclist point of view.

The distribution of cyclists within the highway (see Figure 6 on

page 47) and sample average of bicyclist positions (Figure 7 on page

4e) ind-icates "that the- bicyclists lateral position on the highway is,

to some dependent on lane width and traffic volume". As the

lane width increases and/or traff ic volumes decrease, cycl ists per-

sonal preferences become the governing factor. This is most notice-

able in the 12.5' lane at Site 12 and "the 13.8' lane at Site #3.

The increased motor vehicle traff ic, represented by the motor

vehicle passing the bicycle, wi th a motor vehicle present on the in-

side lane, pushes the bicyclist closer to the curb on 12.5' lane with

15% of the bicyclists in the sample l' or less from the curb. The

increased traffic in a relatively limited space is also illustrated in

Figure 7 by the drop in the sample average at si te #2 from 2.0' to

1.8' when motor vehicles were present in the adjacent lane. The

13.8' curb lane at test
.

Site #3 provided significantly dif{erent

46

Bicyclist position is ALWAYS a matter of personal preference. Only timid 
bicyclists unaware of the effects of the lateral positioning are effected by 
lane width and traffic volume. Further, these volunteer bicyclists were biased 
by the study’s shared-lane mandate, so it is understandable that their position 
would be especially effected by the narrower lanes. In order to share a 
narrow lane, one must ride as far right as possible.
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Bicyclists operated extremely close to the side. Many were on the gutter pan/
asphalt seam at 1.0’. At Site #2 , motor vehicle on inside lane, 15% of bicyclists 
tracked 1.0’ or less from the curb face, which is in the concrete gutter pan. Such 
poor lateral positioning, which is risky to the bicyclist and results in undesirable 
motorist behavior, should not be used to make infrastructure recommendations that 
would impact all future road users.

By operating so far right, motorists were “invited” to squeeze by in the same 
outside lane or “encroach” on the left lane rather than fully changing lanes as 
would be done for other vehicle operators, and which is the best behavior from the 
bicyclists’ point of view. Bicyclists rode closer to the curb face while being passed 
when another motor vehicle was also in the inside left lane than when none was 
present there. This indicates that bicyclists were intimidated by the volume of 
traffic, whether it was in their outside lane or in the inside lane. Bicyclists shifted 
rightward toward the curb face as a result. This is very poor bicycling behavior that 
should not be modeled. 
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Fig1,lre 7 Bicycle position on Highway/Bikeway
During Motor Vehicle Overtaking
Maneuver: Sample Average
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14 ,- lane: no motor .Ivehicle on inside
lane I._---

I(#4) Route 139, 1.4'-2.9' 2.3' 2.2 r

bike lane: motor I Ivehicle on inside
lane I I
(#4 ) Route 139, ti.0'-3.8' 2.6' 2.4' ,

bike lane, no Imotor vehicle on I I
inside lane
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results. with traffic present in the outside and inside lanes, the

mean bicyclist position was 2.5' from the curb and the distribution in

the sample showed no bicyclist closer than 1.5' to the curb. The

highest single concentration of in this section was at the

2.5' mark as compared to the 2.0' mark for the more narrow lane at

Site #2. While the presence of mo.tor vehicles in both travel lanes

did effect the lateral placement of the the 13.8' lane

(tending to move them toward the curb) the effect was much less notic-

able. At this si te ,no bicyclist tracked closer than 1. 5' to the

curb, and 34% of the

curb.

cyclists tracked approximate).y 2.5' from the

The additional lane width provided by the 17.6' curb lane at Test

Site #1 tended to create a greater and more even.distribution of cy-
#

clists, from 1.Or to curb face to 4.6'
,.

to curb face. As motor vehi-·

cl-e traff ic increased, cycl ists moved towards the curb wi th a mean
."

distance for the sample of 2.2' from curb face. The relatively close

mean distance from curb face does not suggest an inadequa te lane

width. It indicates a preference for this distance from the curb

face, and lack of fear of the motorist overtaking, producing an acci-

dent. This is correlated by the greater separation distance between

the motorist and the bicyclist at this location.

Test Site #4 provided a more normal distribution pattern primari-

ly due to the delineation of separate mode travel areas provided by

the ?ike lane stripe. wi th the increase in motor vehicle traff ic,

bicyclists tended to find a comfortable position within the bike lane,
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According to the authors, bicyclists rode closest to the curb in the narrowest 
lane due to fear of traffic, furthest from the curb in the medium width lane, 
presumably because they were bolder, and slightly closer to the curb in the 
widest lane due to lack of fear because of the greatest separation distance. 
This is schizophrenic rationalization.
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independent of the motor vehicle la teral pos i tions. The bike lane

stripe offered security for the bicycle flow in the same way that the

motor vehicle lane stripe delineates and positions the motor vehicle.

For this reason, the distribution band for bicycles on the bike lane

with motor vehicle present in both adjacent travel lanes is extremely

narrow. 83.3% of all of the bicycles in the lane in this situation

are between 1.75' and 2.74' from· the curb. The sample average of 2.6'

under these conditIons rather than 2.0' represents a shift to the left

to avoid the curb, which is seen as a lateral obstruction by the bi-

cyclist.

MOTOR VEHICLE POSITION

. The assumption was made that given a travel lane with no lateral

obstructions, no bicycles, no curbs and adjacent recovery ·areas on

either side, the motorist would track the vehicle in the middle of the

lane. A second assumption was made that the curb was perceived as a

lateral obstruction by the motorist travel lane stripes are not.

Therefore, a motorist tracking in the curb lane would deviate slightly

to the left of the center of the lane on a closed section highway. A

cyclist in the same travel lane would cause the motorist to deviate

further to the left, and the presence of motor vehicles in the adja-

cent travel lane would cause the motorist to deviate to the right to

the extent that the number of vehicles in the adjacent travel lane was

preceived as a greater obstruction than the bicyclist in the same

lane. This is the basis for Figure 8 on page 51 the effect of bi-

cyclists on motor vehicles traveling in a given lane.

50

The authors believe the bicyclists should have tracked at 2.0’, the midpoint 
of the purported 3.75’ wide bike lane, and that tracking at 2.6’ was due to 
shying away from the curb because it was viewed as a lateral obstruction. A 
more plausible explanation for tracking at 2.6’ is that was the center of the 
paved portion of the bike lane. Another possible explanation for tracking 
slightly further left in the bike lane as compared to the other test sites is that 
the bike lanes had debris, which the bicyclists negatively commented on, 
which compelled a further left position than they would have otherwise 
chosen. 
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As information was developed for this and other charts, the dis-

covery was made that in almost all cases the original placement of the

motor vehicle was sufficient to pass the cyclist wi thout incident.

Therefore, the lateral displacement of the motor vehicle to the center,
lane of the highway was primarily to fill a psychological need.

Figure 9 on page 53 provides the best illustration of the advan-

tage of a bike lane over a wide curb lane in separating· bicycle and

motor vehicle flow pa t terns. The motorist at tention appears to be

focused on the bike lane stripe and not the posi tion of the bicycle

in the roadway at Test Site t4. Given the earlier assumption, the

sample average for the site has only deviated 0.3' from. the approach

path • (See Figure 10 on page 54.) This is lower than

. the eevia tions for ... any of the wide curb lane options, which. range from

+1. 2 1 to +2.2 1 •

There is also an indication that at a certain distance, motor

vehicles in the adjacent lane have a negligible effect on vehicles in

the curb lane. This is supported by the lack of range in the sample

average deviation when motor vehicles were present in the adjacent

lane in relation to when they were not. This is further supported by

the similiar si tuation in the 17' curb lane where so much space is

available that the presence of a·motor vehicle on the inside lane has

no effect. The presence of the curb in the 17' curb lane test site is

reflected in the 1. 6 1 deviation from neutral, much la.rger than bike

lane site deviation. (See Figure 10 on page 5d.)
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Figure 9 Lateral Displacement of Motor Vehicle
From Original Approach Path During
Motor Vehicle Overtaking Haneuver, Sample Average

Site Limits Mean Median
...

(#1 ) Route 146; 0.0'-6.7' 2.2' 3.4' I
motor vehicle on
inside lane

(# 1) Route 146; 0.0'-15.3' 5.3'
no motor vehicle

Ion inside lane
-(#2)· Route 45, 0.0'-6.4' 2.2' 3.2'

12.8' lane; motor I
vehicle on ..,

!inside lane

1 l Route 45, U./ -11.1 3.5' 5.9' I

112.8' lane; no
motor vehicle on
linside lane

I(# 3) Route 45 0.0'-7.3' 2.1 ' 3.7' I14' lape.; motor
I l..

vehicle on inside

Ilane
II (# 3) Route 45, 0.0 -8.0 2.6 I 4.0' ;

114' lane; no I

motor vehicle on I
inside lane I

!
(ltli) l<oute u.u -li.L LL 2.1
bike lane; motor I?

vehicle on inside I
lane I

J
I (#4) Route u. u- I • L.li li.U
Ibike lane no

I
Imotor vehicle on
inside lane I

53
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Figure 10 has different font sizes for some values in the chart, indicating numbers 
were changed at some time.
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The 12.5' site and 13.8' curb lane sites involve trade-offs be-

tween the lateral obstruction offered by the curb and the presence of

an adj acen t motor vehicle. 'The restricted space available in the

12.5' lane sample (with a lateral deviation significantly greater than

the bike lane section but a small difference due to the presence of a

motor vehicle in the adjacent lane) indicates that in the limi ted

space available, the curb is perceived as a grea'ter lateral obstruc-

tion than the adjacent motor vehicle. The 13.8' curb lane offers suf-

ficient lateral space so that the consideration of the curb as a

lateral obstruction is surplanted by the presence of a motor vehicle

in the adjacent lane.

This is supported by the findings for motor vehicle positioning

when passing the bicyclist as outlined in the overtaking maneuver,sec-

tion of Figure 11 below. At all sites the bicyclist was considered to

be the most obvious obstruction to vehicle flow. For reasons men-

tioned above the motor ist 'la teral displacemen t and deviation from neu-

tral position was the least at the bike lane site. The cyclist (es-

sentia1ly outside the motor vehicle lane) had significantly less im-

pact on the motorist, who keyed on the bike lane stripe to select a

position in the lane, regardless of the presence of a motor vehicle on

the inside lane.

55

As shown in Figure 10, the neutral position of motor vehicles in the 
12.5’ (11.5’) lane was 3.7’ and in the 13.8’ (12.8’) lane was 4.3’. The 
difference of 0.6’ in these neutral positions is half the 1.3’ difference 
between the lane widths. This indicates that motorists tracked similarly in 
both lanes, basing their positions on the same cues. It is doubtful motorists 
perceive the curb as a lateral obstruction as the authors assume, because the 
gutter pan acts as a buffer from the curb face.
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in the adjacent lane.

This is supported by the findings for motor vehicle positioning

when passing the bicyclist as outlined in the overtaking maneuver,sec-

tion of Figure 11 below. At all sites the bicyclist was considered to

be the most obvious obstruction to vehicle flow. For reasons men-

tioned above the motor ist 'la teral displacemen t and deviation from neu-

tral position was the least at the bike lane site. The cyclist (es-

sentia1ly outside the motor vehicle lane) had significantly less im-

pact on the motorist, who keyed on the bike lane stripe to select a

position in the lane, regardless of the presence of a motor vehicle on

the inside lane.
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The authors believe that motorists’ tracking off the bike lane stripe rather 
than off the bicyclist is a benefit to motorists. While arguably true and a 
benefit for motorist convenience, this is not necessarily a benefit to bicycle 
users.

Figure 11 - Positioning of Motor Vehicle and Bicyclist
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The space available for motor vehicle/bicycle lane sharing at

Test Site II was excessive. This is illustrated by the impact of the

motor vehicle in the adjacent lane on the motorist (lateral displace-

men t) see Figure 8 on page 51, coupled by the extreme motor vehicle

position in the lane, and the low level of encroachment in the adja-

cent lane.

The opposite was true for the 12.5' curb lane in Test Site 12.

The close motor vehicle lane position during the overtaking maneuver,

the large difference in lateral displacement, and the excessive en-

croachment in the adjacent motor vehicle lane illustrates a need for

additional lane width for bicycle/motor vehicle lane sharing.
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Test Site #3, the 13.8' curb lane, illustrates a lane width

slightly too narrow for lane sharing. While the lateral displacement

of the motor vehicle is not as affected by the presence of a motor

vehicle in the adjacent lane during the passing maneuver as the 12.5'

lane prior to overtaking the cyclist, the presence of a motor vehicle

in the adjacent lane produced a significant position change. The

31.3% encroachment rate while a motor vehicle was present in the adja-

cent lane also appears too higH.

This is supported by the distribution of test results for lateral

displaceme!l.t of the motor vehicle from the original approach path (see

Figure 10 on page 54) and separation distances between the motor vehi-

cle and bicycle during overtaking maneuver (see Figures 12 and 13 on

pages 58 and 59,
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Figure 13 Lateral Clearance Between the
Bicyclist and the Motor Vehicle
During the Motor Vehicle Overtaking
Manuever; Sample Average
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CONCLUSIONS

The purpose of this study was to evaluate the usefulness of curb

lanes wider' than 12.0 feet on' urban minor arterials for shared motor

vehicle/bicycle use, exclusive of intersection movements where low

volumes of are expected.

It assumes that cyclists using arterial highways understand the

basic legal tenets of highway use. The highway designer or transporta-

tion authority responsible for highway design must assume that all high-

way users have a knowledge of traffic law and basic vehicle

operation. Since the bicycle is considered to be a vehicle in all

states and is allowed use of the highway system (with restrictions), the

responsible. agency can expect a certain amount of bicycle usage on its

highway system. Data also indicates that the of a bicycle

within the roadway effects motor vehicle flow characteristics by limit-

i ng usable roadway wid th. Therefore, modification of the outside lane

width on urban highway sections, to include a wider shared use lane,

would provide pes i,tive benefi ts to all highway users wi th less economic

and right of way impacts than traditional bicycle facilities.

- --Traditional bike lanes or paths have a very definite purpose. They

should be considered primarily to accommodate high volumes of bicycles

or provide unique access that of the existing roadway system.
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The six main conclusions of this study are:

1. Bicycle lanes have a positive effect on bicycle and motor vehi-

cle flow pa tterns, at midblock •. They of fer the least amount of

motor vehicle displacement from or ig inal posi tions, while en-

couraging greater uniformity of the tracking of the motor vehi-

cle and bicycle traffic flow.

2. The standard 12' outside lane under the study condi tions does

not provide sufficient lane width for mode sharing. Under study

condi tions, on a 12' lane, bicycles act as lateral obstruc-

tions, decreasing operating space by approximately' two feet.

This may affect highway capacity. The extent of the capacity

effect depends on motor vehicle volumes and bicycle volumes.

Observation Qf motor vehicle displacement and speed changes
;, '--..../

indicated that the effect on capacity will be least at motor

vehicle volume extremes, and more s igni f icant in the middle

volume levels.

3. The 13.8' curb lane offers some advantages over the 12' lane

for shared mode operation. The usefulness of this lane width

will probably depend on percent truck traffic (tends to de-

crease in usefulness as % trucks increase) and average bicy-

clist experience levels. This lane wid th works best wi th

bicyclists of high experience and ability levels. The lane

wid th,. under the study condi tions, was generally perceived by

bicyclists and motorists as too narrow for shared mode opera-

tions, but an improvement over the standard lane width. This

lane width will not encourage bicycle use.
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It says “six,” but they actually write 7 conclusions.

These positive effects of bike lanes are inconsequential. In Figure 11, motorists 
passed bicyclists by moving laterally about a foot less at the bike lane site (1.2’) 
than at the other sites (2.1 or 2.2’). This is of little practical benefit to motorists, 
and a detriment to bicyclists. Bicyclists’ tracking was found to cluster near the 
midline of the very narrow bike lane. This is of no benefit to bicyclists.

While conclusion 1 touts inconsequential tracking benefits of bike lanes, the 
authors conspicuously chose to dismiss this statement from page 37:

“Negative comments on the debris and vegetative encroachment on 
the MD 139 bike lane as well as intersection problems on the route 
south of the test section tended to downgrade the facility in the 
cyclists (sic) responses.”

The six main conclusions of this study are:
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Given that lane sharing is counter-indicated at 12’ (11’), bicyclists on such a road 
should use the full width of the outside lane. This requires motorists to fully 
change lanes, as they would when passing any other slower vehicle, and is the best 
outcome for bicycle users.
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62All roads that are intended to have side-by-side shared lane use should be wide 
enough to accommodate bicyclists next to the widest vehicles; trucks and buses. 
This study did not consider the effects of such vehicles because they were a low 
percentage of traffic, a dubious rationale. Wide vehicles are typically considered 
the minimum design vehicle in roadway design. 

4. The 17.6' curb lane, under study conditions provides excessive

width for mode sharing. While lateral placement of vehicles

showed a significant diminishing of the negative effect of

bicycles on motor vehicles in the outside lane, vehicle track-

ing was diffuse. The lane was observed to encourage use by two

motor vehicles at intersections when one vehicle was turning

right. The positive comments by cyclists other than the volun-

teer cyclists that participated in the study indicates that

the visual impact of the 17.6' lane width encourages bicycle

use to some extent.

5. The optimum lane width for mode sharing on a major collector

or minor arterial highway posted at 40 mph and not signed

specifically for bicycle use is in excess of 13.8' (including

a gutter pan), and less than 17' (including gutter pan).

Observations indicate that a lane width of approximately 15'

is optimum for this type of highway.

6. The observed effect of curbs on bicyclists and motorists indi-

cate that the existence of a shoulder on the highway rather

than a raised curb, will reduce the optimum lane with neces-

3ary for mode sharing, if the shoulder is paved to the same

surface smoothness as the adjacent roadway, and debris is

regularly removed from the shoulder surface.
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The conclusion that 17.6’ (16.6’) is excessively wide is not supported by the 
author’s own research. “Vehicle tracking was diffuse” simply means that motorists 
had variable lateral positions within the lane. The authors falsely condemn 
17.6’ (16.6’) lanes, seemingly grasping for negatives. But the positives were real. 
At intersections, such a wide lane added turning capacity, a benefit. This width 
reduced “encroachments” (straddle passing). Bicyclists had positive comments. 

As shown in the paper’s Appendix in a letter to prospective volunteer bicyclists 
describing the study, McHenry wrote in part:

“Basically, there are two questions that need to be answered before the 
wide lane design can be considered as a realistic alternative to the 
signed bicycle lane. The first being, what is the minimum curb lane 
width that would permit adequate passing distance between a motor 
vehicle and a bicycle. The second is under what conditions and at 
what curb lane width will attempts be made by two motor vehicles to 
share the same lane.”

If the possible doubling of motor vehicles in the same lane was one of two 
important questions, why wasn’t that effect rigorously examined? The authors 
wrote in the Related Studies section on page 20, “Experimental wide curb lanes of 
15 feet installed in the District of Columbia several years ago were removed due to 
continued use as two lanes by compact and sub compact vehicles during peak 
hours,” though no citation is given. The only other mention of doubling was in 
conclusion 4 in which the authors injected, “The lane was observed to encourage 
use by two motor vehicles at intersections when one vehicle was turning right.” 
That’s all the information given about this important question; no rudimentary 
statistics are supplied in the results. Further, such an effect is a benefit, not a 
detriment.
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width for mode sharing. While lateral placement of vehicles
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What are the “observations” that indicate a lane width of 15’ (14’) is optimum? If it 
wasn’t examined in the research, then it is just conjecture.
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This seems to be an attempt to justify shoulders for bicycle use, and to make the 
road as narrow as possible. 

7. The researchers feel that with the increase in numbers of bicy-

cles on the highway system, and as motor vehicle/bicycle inter-

actions on the highway increase, the motor vehicle spatial

needs when passing bicycles will decrease to some extent as

cyclists become a regular part of the highway environment. Re-

gional traffic differences in this respect may vary considerab-

ly.
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The researchers believe that as bicycle use increases, motorists will need less space 
when passing bicyclists. This is fanciful or delusional. 
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Conclusions 4-7 are in a different font size from conclusions 1-3 and the rest of the 
report, and the paragraphs are justified left in 4-7, whereas 1-3 and the rest of the 
report are fully justified. This indicates sloppy work, and that 4-7 were typed at a 
different times perhaps by a different person. Are conclusions 4-7 revisions in the 
report between July 1984 and August 1985?

Critique Summary

The report is not scientifically rigorous. No significance testing was performed on 
the data. The paper is replete with conjecture and speculation. For some unknown 
reason it was written a full 2 years after data was collected, and revised a year later. 

Subject bicyclists were fatally biased with prior knowledge that the study was to 
investigate the suitability of different width lanes for side-by-side sharing. By 
riding extremely close to the edge to fulfill the sharing mandate, the bicyclists 
encouraged and enabled poor motorist passing behavior, resulting in flawed data 
and faulty conclusions impacting all future road users.

The study did not consider the effects of 8.5 foot wide trucks and buses. 
Conclusions were based on passenger vehicles and not the widest 8.5 foot wide 
vehicles that have the biggest impact on lateral space and potential sharing. 

Indictment of the 17.6’ (16.6’) lane seems like an afterthought, or as if the 
researchers purposefully went out of their way to discredit such width, and is not 
supported by the findings. The findings indicate that this widest lane performed the 
best for sharing. Similarly, the author’s support for the bike lane is based on weak 
findings and incomplete operational analysis, while ignoring bicyclists’ negative 
comments. One must question whether the authors had an ulterior motive.

The paper was revised a year after it was first written, yet is still very sloppy and 
poorly written, not professionally edited and apparently not peer reviewed (though 
peer review is no guarantee of quality). Was the bike lane site 2 or 4 lanes? Figure 
5 is incomprehensible. Figure 10 has different font sizes. Conclusions 1-3 and 4-7 
are in different font sizes and justification. Was “encroachment” important or not? 
There is an astounding number of editorial errors.

This “research” is an early and, unfortunately, seminal example of the junk science 
that pervades the bicycling literature. 
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RECOMMENDATIONS

Additional study is needed on the effects of lane widths and traffic

volumes on bicycle/motor vehicle tracking in a shared lane. The goal of
.. - -

future studies should be to quantify the impacts of the highway environ-

ment on bicycle/motor vehicle lane sharing so that appropriate lane

widths can be adopted on a national basis for bicycle/motor vehicle shared

lane configurations for a variety of bicycle volumes, motor vehicle

volumes and traffic speeds to balance the selected level of service of

the highway and safety of the users. The elements of the highway en-

vironment to be considered include number of lanes, ?pen or closed sec-

tion construction, presence of a shoulder, existence of a turning lane,

regular bus traffic, percentage. of trucks, motor vehicle volumes, bicy-

cle volumes, expected average bicyclist age and experience level, motor' *

vehicle speeds, and adjacent land use characteristics.

Highway departments should promote increased lane widths within the

normal construction program on closed section highways and bridges on

which bicyclists are expected and uermitted to 15.0' - 15.5' depending

on traffic and bicycle volumes.

Highway departments should encourage educational/enforcement pro-

grams directed at bicyclists and motorists mutual rights and responsi-

bilities in shared lane use. Improved geometrics cannot in itself im-

prove the safety of the highway for all users without equitable educa-

tion and enforcement programs. This is clearly the result of the re-

searcher's reactions to the field observations. Education on the re-

sponsibility to and respect for the other highway user, directed toward
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Th. Secretery'l Office
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Harry Hughes
Governor

Lowell K. Bridwell
Secretary

M E M 0 RAN DUM

TU:

FROM:

SUt:;JECT:

Mr. T. James Truby, Administrator
State Aviation Administration

Mr. David A. Wagner, Administrator.
Mass Transit Administation

Mr. William T. S. Bricker, Adlninistrator
Motor Vehicle Administration

Mr. W. Gregory Halpin, Administrator
Maryland Port Administration

t<lr. Charles H. smith, Adlninistrator
state Hailr.oad Administration

Mr. Gary A. smit.h, Administrator
Toll facilities Administration

Mr. M. S. Caltrider, Administrator
state Highway Administration

Secretar 4

General olicy and Guidelines for
Integration of Bicycle Transportation
in Department Programs and Activities

I have enclosed for your direction and implementation the Uepartlnental
policy and guirlelines for integration of bicycle trnnspor-tat;.ion neerls
in existing and future and activities.

The enclosed document is an important milestone in development ot bi-
cycle transportation in Maryland. It is baserl on the tinal repor-t to
the Maryland General Assembly by the Maryland Citizens 13icycle Study
COIL1mittp.e, technical infor.mation developed by this agency and related
r'ederal and state agencies, and inter-nal comments. It pulls together
many individual activities wit'hin the Department, providin'd a unitorm
apkJroach to the kJroblem ot sate and equitable bicycle transportation

and rnot)ility, and ser-ves as a basis Eor. r:ictivities.

Harcom 243-7397
My telephone number I. (301) _

Telephone TTY For The Deaf (301) 159.7227
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All l-iodal Administrators
'----..- June 9, 1983

Page Two

For additional information and clarification on policy intent or
guideline application, please contact Mr. Hal Kassoff, Director, State
Highway Administration Office of Planning and Preliminary
659-1110 or Mr. Steven R. McHenry, Hicycle Affairs Coordinator for the
oepartment, 659-1145.

LKH:d
,". Enclosure

cc: Mr. Hal Kassoff
Mr. Steven R. McHenry
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Melt'yland lJepal.-tment of Trallspol-tation

uicycle Transportation Guidelines

State Transportation Facilities

The Depa rtmen t will con t inue to enhance bicycle mobi 1 i ty, \-lhere
possible, so as to preserve and ilOprove the functional integrity of
transportation systems.

The Department will reyularly assess the impacts of J..)roposed tCflns-
J..)urtatiun service illlprovemeNts on bicycle access and operation.

The lJepartment will, to the extent feasible, provide for the bicy-
cle as' part of its transportation improvement proyrams.

Uicyclu accel::>S to transportation terminals vlill be considel."'ed in
appropr ia te plann i n9 phases.

The Depur-tlllellt review the feasil)i1ity of bicycle carry-on pco-
visions involvinlJ lllaSl::> transportation or rail systems 'flithin its
jurisdiction.

i\ sustained ettul·t will be Illade to ensure that adequate trip conti-
nl! i ty and access pl'OV i sions fo r bicycles are cons idered on a sys tem
basis, includiny modal connections.

The Uepar-tment \y ill coordinate with local yovernments in bicycle
transportation planning.

The Departlllent \villconsider providing signed and marked !)ikeways
withill spucitil,; LJl'ojects oc as separate projects when:

Q

Q

Q

or IX)tential demand is demonstrated, or

use characteristics or other factors would result in
an unacceptable use of the shared highway concepts, or

A separate tacility would improve bicycle access over the ex-
istiny street

'l'hu lJepartlllent will adJcuss access across Naryland's major
waturways where tUdsible, LJt"'actical and consistent with leyal re-
yuirelllents.

Tile Uep<l rlmell I: , in cooperation vlitll the Depat"'tment of Natural Re-
sources, lJ.lClllniny, and appropriate local governments, will
i Ilves t iya te the ,lppl icab i li ty of purchase and development of aban;"
dOlled railrodd ri\jhts-of-wa.' as joint use transportation and recre-
d l i () 11 C () I: i d l) r s .
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The Llepar.tment will continue to work with community yroups., biL;yele
organizations and interested individuals in carrying out its l.-es-
po ns it) i lit i e s •

The LJepartment eneourayes active citizen participation.

The Department will address identified bicycle research needs in
its on'doin.;) resQarch and development program, in cooperation \/ith
other yovernmen t ayenc ies and the academ ic commun i ty.

The Department will continue to review the needs of bicyclists a5
outlineti in "1\ I{epor.l nn the Status of Hieyclin'd in Mal.·ylalld, II

January, 1979, developed by the C'1aryland Citizens Bicycle Study
committee.

DESIGN

The Depa r llllen t wi 11 add ress bi eyc Ie transpor ta t ion needs thruugh
the improvelllent of existiny facilities wherever possible.

To the extent teaslt)le, and it sutficient ri\:lht-of-way exists, the
Department wilJ. inclUde smooth surfaced shoulders or wide curb
lanes in the des i'dn of new h iyhways ana br idges or as part of an
iinprovement to existiny highways and briClyes.

The LJepartmellt will include l>icycle sate storm drain grates in all
lJrojects where bicycles are permitted now or in the reasonable
Cuture.

'1'0 the extent teasible and practical, and where need has been iden-
tified, the Department will provide bicycle parking facilities at
planned State park and ride sites, mass transit stations and other
apprQlJciate translJoctatiQn terminals.

The Department will be guided by up-to-date bicycle facility plan-
ninu and design criteria when developing bicycle compatible pro-
Jects.

OPERATIONS AND MAINTENANCE

The Department recolJnizes the bicycle's sensitivity to loose mater-
ials, unoven OL' surtaciny and shacp obJects within the road-
way, stlOulder or bicycle facility. To the extent feasible, with
t1lQ wurl, tot-cu thasa conditions will be minimized.

The retrofit iJro<.Jram to install bicycle safe drainage grates. will
1)0 CQl1tiI1Llc.Ht.

To 1I1U axtunl !:l]dHiblo, tIE:.: DeiJartment will provide for the needs
ut bicyclists ill onyoiny Ir"'intenance programs such as shoulder re-
surtCicilllJ, ["(Jeld udlju mair :unance, lane striping and drainage im-
lJt'OVUlllUIl lH.
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Siyniny 01: lli,:!llvJay 01: as lJikeways will ll0ne
only when:

o

o

o

A deycee of safety the inexperienced adult
clist or child cyclist can be achieved over other alternative
routes, anl.i

LOljical trill termini ace served, and

The signiny is consistent wi th an overall plan or routing sy-
stem.

EDUCATION, INFURMATION AND ENFORCEMENT

The DepactlOent will coopec",te and coocdinate as appropriate lJith
tile Uepartment of C;ducation to improve the riding ability, know-
ledge· of rules ot the road and awareness of accident recoyni t ion
and aVb idance tec 1m iques at school age cycl is ts.

The UepactlOent bicycle safety pr0'.:lcalns tor children and
Cldults.

The UepClctment will co()perate with citizens and yroups to impt:uve
the ness ot bi cy.cle sa fa ty educa t ion needs.

Tile Uepal:tlllent will J,Jrovide i:>ublic· intonnation on its vacious bicy-
"----- cLe t"elated set"vices includiny bikeway locations, satety intoclI1a-

tion, i:>at."k an(J I:ide bicycle packiny programs and bicycle toul."ing
oVpot"tunities.

The IJcpelt"tmellt \vi Ll use availablo sot"vh:es to:

o

o

o

Increase the motorist's knowledge of bicycle operating chal."ac-
tet"istics and the cyclist's t"iyhts in ot"der to improve bicy-

vuhicle road shaciny, and

Increase the awareness of safe cycling techniques and legal
reyuirement::; ot bicycle operation by adult cyclists, and

Pt"rnnote safety and secucity in current transportation
programs.

The Uepartment eflcout"ayes the equitable enfot"cement of traffic laws
on bicyclists ami Inotot"ists.
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o Maty/sndDepamnt!ntofTranspol1stJon
State Highway Administration

December 14, 1982

LOWIo K, Brtdwtll
SterIlItY

M. S, Clltridlr
AdMlllltl....

NEMORANDUM

TO: Chief Engineer
Deputy Chief Engineer - Development
Deputy Chief Engineer - Operations
District Engineers

FROM: M. S. Caltrider
State High\'lay Administrator

SUBJECT: Guidelines for Highway Shoulder
Improverrents Within Maintenance
and Construction Projects

Eicycles are permitted to travel on all State highways except toll
facilities and controlled access highways. On those highways where
bicycles are permitted, they are required by law to use the shoulder
unless a left hand turn, to avoid debris or if the shoulder is
not .as smooth as the adjacent roadway.

Due to the differences between bicycle and' motor vehicle operating
characteristics, low of bicycles within the roadway can affect
traffic flow to some degree. This situation is adversely
where there is insufficient useable width within the roadway and shoul-
der for bicycles 'and motor vehicles to share safely.

It is the responsibility of this Administration to assure that the
needs of bicyclists, as well as motorists, are considered in conjunc-
tion the maintenance and improvement of State highways. Shoulder
construction surfacing are important parts of this effort to pre-
serve and enhance the opportunity for safe and convenient bicycle tra-
vel and minimize bicycle/motor vehicle conflict.

The following guidelines should be applied on all new
reconstruction, rehabilitation and maintenance projects where feasible,
on a project by project basis. The application of these guidelipes
should take into account available right-of-way, additional project
cost, long terre maintenance cost, potential bicycle use, local anc corr.-
ffiunity bikeway systems and other relevant information. Where it is im-
practical to adhere to these guidelines on a particular project, .the
District Engineer and Bicycle Affairs Coordinator should be so advised.

1. a. A minimum four foot smooth surface asphalt
shOulder should be provided on new highway
construction projects where the expected
posted speeri limit is 40 mph or less.

My telephone number Is Marcom 223-1111
Teletypewriter for Impaired Hearing or Speech

383·7555 Baltimore Metro - 565·0451 D.C. Metro - 1·800-492·5062 Statewide Toll Free
D r\ 0_ ... "717 I "7""7 "1 __&'- __ • - _0.... - •. ,
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Chief Engineer
Deputy Chief Engineer - Development
Deputy Chief Engineer - Operations
District Engineers
December 14, 1982
Page Two

b. A eight foot wide smooth surface
asphalt shoulder should be provided on new
highway construction projects when the ex-
pected posted speed limit is greater than
40 mph and bicycles may be permitted.

2. Reconstruction or rehabilitation projects should
include wide curb lanes or smooth surfaced shoul-
ders where feasible.

3. On highways with unimproved shoulders and known
bicycle use, smooth paved shoulders will be pro-
vided where feasible as part of a resurfacing
project or normal maintenance procedures.

4. Reconstruction projects on existing highways or
bridges which have shoulders should retain shoul-
ders if bicycles are permitted on the highway or
bridge and sufficient right-of-way exists. Travel
lanes may be narrowed to provide minimum shoulder
widths. Where minimmu shoulder widths of four
feet cannot be maintained, striping to provide
additional width in the outside lane (14') is
preferred.

5. Existing double surface treated shoulders should
be resurfaced with "slurry seal," during shoulder
resurfacing operations, if the shoulders are struc-
turally sound and there are indications of bicycle
use. Slurry seal should only be applied after
sufficient repair to provide an adequate surface
for the seal coat. Initially, priority should be
given to routes with significant bicycle use.

6. During roadway resurfacing on highways with exist-
ing surface treated or smooth surface shoulders,
the bituminous concrete surface should be applied
on the roadway and shoulder. Where the entire width
of the shoulder cannot be resurfaced, the four feet
of the shoulder adjacent to the roadway should be •
smooth surfaced.

7. On highways with a grade of 5% or greater for a
distance of sao' or more, and where there is insuf-
ficient right-of-way to provide for wide curb lanes
or shoulders on both sides of the highway, a wide curb
or smooth surface shoulder should be provided on the
upgrade portion of the highway where possible. Due
to extensive truck traffic, full depth shoulders may
be warranted_
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Chief Engineer
Deputy Chief - Development
Deputy Chief Engineer - Operations
District Engineers
December 14, 1982
Page Three

8. In altering roadway cross sections to add lanes; e.g.,
traffic lanes, left turn lanes or truck passing lanes,
existing paved shoulders should be replaced, whenever
possitle. Wide curb lanes should also be considered
during restriping operations.

9. Asphalt concrete dikes, raised traffic bars or other
similar devices shall not be placed between the tra-
velled way and paved shoulders. These devices repre-
sent a hazard to bicyclists and"xl'l.otorists and prevent
bicyclists from entering and exiting the shoulder area.

10. The Guide for the Development of New Bicycle
Facilities - 1981, should be used when developing bicy-
cle facilities within the roadway or shoulder.

MSC:d

cc: F. Gottemoeller
l-'1r. H. Kassoff
Mr. S. R. McHenry

..•. ,.
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Maty/andDepanmentofTiansponaoon
State Highway Administration

MARYLAND STATE HIGHWAY ADMINISTRATION

BICYCLE FACILITY RESEARCH STUDY

Lowell K. Brldw,ll
Secrltary
M. S. Cahrlder
Adlllllllatritof

Bicyclist Assistance Information and Release

(city) (state)

(wo.rk)
:../,

D. 't.8 Iii ElAt..

June 26-27

July 3-4

July 10-11

July 24-25'

;JlI.l y 10-l\u<j.l

..'
Mr.
Mrs.
Miss

(last name)

Address:
(street & no. )

Phone: (home)

Locationl

A. Md. Rt. 45
Timonium Rd.
to Church Lane

B. Md. Rt. 45
Ridgely Rd. to
Timonium Rd.

c. Md. rn.. 139
Bellona Ave. to
Stevenson Lane

D. Md. Rt. 146
Charmuth Rd. to
Seminary.Rd.

(first name)

Aug. 7-8

Aug. 14-15

(middle initial)

(zip)

Other location or date preferences

Please check
return to:

desired locations and dates, sign release and
Mr. Steven R. McHenry
Bicycle Affairs Coordinator
Maryland State Highway Administration
Room 211
.707 N. Calvert Street
Baltimore, Maryland 21202

(over)

My t'ltpll.n, number 1.-.,..,...,..-
Teletypewriter fOf SpHch

383-7555 Baltimore Metro - 565-0451 D.C. Metro - HlOO·492·5062 Statewide Toll Free
P.O. BOl( 717 I 707 North Calvert SI.• Baltimore. Maryland 21203.0717
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Mar;/andOVpanll1811tofTiollsponatlol1 Lowell K. Bridwell
Slerlllry

M. S. Caltrider
Admlnlltrator

J

..

RE: Evaluation of Wide Curb
Lanes and Shared Lane
Bicycle Facilities
AW-082-280-046
Bicyclist Participation

Dear

While has been .increased speculation that and
support for wide curb lanes as a cost way to
accommodate shared bicycle and motor vehicle traffic,
formal research on the subject has been extremely limited.

'1'he MuryLllld State Highway Administration is under-
taking a study of bicycle/motor vehicle lane sharing as
a function of cucb lane width. It has been theorized
that by providing an outside curb lane width of between
14' and 17', adequate space will be provided for exist-

bicycle and motor vehicle ·traffic while allowing
for motor vehicle parking and proper positioning of
vehi.cles within the lune for expected turning maneuvers.

Basically, there are two questions that need to
be answered before the wide lane design can be considered
uS u rualistic ulternative to the signed bicycle lane.
The first being, what is the minimum curb lane width
that would permit adequate passing distance between a
motor vehicle and a bicycle. The second is under what
conditions and at what curb lane width attempts
be lIIade by two lllotor vehicles to share the same lane.

In order to evaluate the utility and effective-
ness of the wide curb lane design, several factors that
will be considered are: motor vehicle and bicycle volume
and speed, curb lane width, and the lateral passing
distance and cyclist position in the lane. For this we
need your help.

Four site::; hilve been selected in the greater Towson
u cea for thi. s Ludy (see u t tuchec1 map) to observe t.hese
important vehicle interactions. They are York Road (Md.
45) between Lane and Timonium Road (14' curb lane),
Dulaney Valley Road (Md. 146) between Seminary Road and
Charmutll Hoad (17' wide curb lune) I Charles Street (Md.
139) between Bellona Aven'le and Stevenson Lane (4' signed
bike lune), and York Road (Md. 45) between Timonium Road

My telephone number Is 6 59 -166 3
Teletypewriter for Impaired Hearing or Speech

363·7555 Ballill1of\l Metro - 565·0451 D.C. Metro - 1·800·492·5062 Statewide Toll Free
1'.0 111I IU7 Nollh Calvert St., Baltimure, Maryland 21203·0717
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and Ridgely Road (no bicycle facility). All of these sites
are located within several miles of eaeh other and are
multilane arterial highways with posted speed limit of
40 miles per hour.

During the Saturdays and Sundays in June, July and
early August a member of the Bureau of Research and I
will observe bicycle/car passing on the above road
sections to gather a data base for this research.

In order to accomplish this task volunteer cyclists
are needed to ride the short highway segments so that
passing speed, bike/car position and related information
can be recorded. While we can not pay you for your
time and trouble, we can include you in the research
paper and provide a copy of the report to you when it
is completed (some in late fall of 1982). You will
also be providing an important service fellow
cyclists, assisting the Administration to"find an answer
to the problem of shared lane bicycle usage.

If you can spare a few hours of time on an up-
coming Saturday or Sunday, please fill out the accompany-
ing application/release form and return it to me as
soon as possible. If you have any questions or comments,
please do not hesitate to call me at (301) 659-1663/
1145 during workin"g hours or 823-5296 in the evenings
or weekends.

Very truly yours,

Steven R. McHenry
Bicycle Affairs Coordinator

SIm,r

Attachments
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Release of Liaibility and Indemnification

I understand and agree that at no time during the field
testing for this research project will I be required to operate
my bicycle in any manner contrary to the Maryland Vehicle
Code or in any manner that I feel is inappropriate or unsafe.

,I further agree, to myself, my heirs, executors and
administrators waive, release and forever discharge any and
all rights and claims to the State Highway Administration,
'its agents, servants or employees from liability and to
indemnify and hold same harmless from all costs, damages,
or expenses, direct or indirect due to loss, damage, or any
accident, injury, and/or liability for which I may have
or which may hereafter accrue to me out of my
participation in any, and all, activities as part of this
research project.

(Date) (Signature of .,
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